
HOW2 GET MORE FROM YOUR 
MATCH GROUNDBAIT

FEEDER and method fishing is a classic 
way to fish with your groundbait, 

and a great way to get your bait out to the far reaches of 
the lake. A well prepared groundbait will be sticky enough 
for any type of feeder/method, but loose enough to fall 
off when at the bottom of the lake. Top off your perfectly 
prepared feeder with the hookbait of your choice.
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CUP IN with the pole to present your bait into 
a precise area. You can compress 

the groundbait into a ball or cup it in loose. Squeezing the 
bait more firmly will mean it gets to the lake bed in one 
piece, and is presented in a tighter area.

EXTRAS such as maggots and casters are 
a good way to keep the fish in 

your swim. Some groundbaits have a higher feed content 
than others, which may help you decide whether to add 
any extra food content. Don’t spoil your peg by offering 

too much however, keep baiting up little and often.

LIQUIDS are a great way to enhance the 
attraction in your groundbait. 

You can add some liquid attraction to your water whilst 
preparing your groundbait, or even drizzle a bait sauce 
directly over the top of a feeder or bait ball. Check out our 
awesome range of bait sauces that are proven winners!

LIGHT & DARK groundbaits 
have their 

different uses. Darker groundbits are often used in the 
clearer waters of the winter months. However they can 
still be effective in summer where fish are more wary.
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